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what if …
you built the whole mass of 
western europe in 20 years?
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39.2  x 23.2 公分

urban-rural split 2004: 41-59%

urban population 2030, 1% 

population growth scenario

urban population 2030, 1.5% 

population growth scenario

one-child policy (1979) objectives

   – limit population to: 1.2 billion in 2000,

   1.36 billion in 2010, 1.45 billion in 2020,

   1.5 billion in 2050 
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Sources: China Statistical Yearbook 2005, 2006; Feiner, J., Shiwen Mi, Willy A. Schmid, ‘Meeting the Challenge of Future Urbanization’, 2001; United Nations, World Population Prospects, the 2004 Revision 
Population Database, 2005; Worldbank, World Development Indicators, 2005, http://www.iiasa.ac.at, http://www.prb.org, http://www.chinapop.gov.cn

Projections total population 2020

Projections urban population 2020

Estimates of China’s population vary greatly; 
projections for the year 2020 even more so.1

China’s population will continue to increase in 
the coming decades, in spite of measures to 
curb population growth.

In this book models are based on a total popu-
lation of 1.55 billion and an urban population of 
930 million by the year 2020.  

The sum of natural population growth and rural 
to urban migration will deliver 400 million new 
urbanites by 2020. This tips the balance, and 
in less than two decades moves China from a 
predominantly agricultural society to a predom-
inantly urban one.

1. The independent population research institute, based upon a study 
of grain consumption, reports that the current population in the PRC is 
1.5 billion. The Japanese Population Research Institution has come to 
the same conclusion based on a study of salt consumption.  
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h - rural-to-urban migration . migration follows m
oney . 400,000,000 new urbanites by the year 2020 

. china becomes an urban society! . a new society 
. economic



Below 30% urbanization, the balance between 
city and country feels organic — two mutually 
reinforcing identities. Above that percentage, 
the advance of the city triggers alarm: as its 
growth accelerates, it becomes artificial; mod-
ernization takes hold […] Between 1900 and 
1980, when their cities more than doubled, 
Europe and America produced their key 
manifestos […] The stream stopped abruptly 
exactly at the moment where urbanization on 
both continents reached a plateau, around 
the ’70s: now tracts were written not about 
how the city should be constructed, but based 
on interpretations of the city as it existed.
Koolhaas, R. Content (Taschen, 2004)

[We see the development of] fast-growing in-
dustrialization, a fast-growing population, and 
a fast-growing urbanization. And one of the 
byproducts of this world is that architecture 
is coming to be considered as just another 
product, able to be produced almost full-
blown by the same processes that now make 
other things for human use [… In response 
architects must develop] a willingness to see 
that industrialization, its processes and prod-
ucts, is neither panacea nor poison, and that 
the architect can cooperate with it without 
selling his soul — in fact, must cooperate in 
order to prevent the world from becoming a 
soulless wasteland.
Borchers, P. ‘Future of Urban Environment: 
The Metabolist Group’ Progressive Architecture 
#45 (1964) p. 162

DISSEVERMENT FROM PRACTICE
as theoreticians unroll ever bolder more con-
ceptual approaches (“we have deconstructed 
time” etc.), various “modern” projects fail 
(“project” housing in the US, peripheral point 
towers and associated urban degeneration, the 
collapse of Ronan Point in the UK, etc.). Prac-
ticians grow to distrust theory; theory relieves 
itself of any obligation to provide realizable, 
cost-effective solutions. Architects are regarded 
as either space suppliers, wilful experiment-
ers with unprofitable technologies, or library 
tower mountebanks.

Who does not feel an acute nostalgia for 
the types who could, no more than 15 
years ago, condemn (or was it liberate, 
after all?) whole areas of alleged urban 
desperation, change entire destinies, 
speculate seriously on the future with 
diagrams of untenable absurdity, leave 
entire auditoriums panting over doo-
dles left on the blackboard, manipulate 
politicians with their savage statistics 
— bow ties the only external sign of 
their madness? For the time when there 
were still … thinkers?
Koolhaas, R. S,M,L,XL, (Monacelli 
Press, 1995) p. 199

NEW SOCIETY
A surge in technology and the introduction 
of industrialized building techniques leads to 
utopian proposals for a massive scale rebuild-
ing of the city. Whole new concepts of what a 
city can be are generated, reaching far beyond 
the direct concerns of architecture and urban 
design, and relocating the spatial debate 
onto a plane of philosophical and sociologi-
cal questions. What can a society be? Who are 
its people? Hidden persuaders and strate-
gies for allurement through design, aided by 
facilitators, enticements etc. are put forward to 
transform the inhabitants of an irrational mix 
of typologies into highly efficient standardized 
consumers housed in prefabricated units. Or 
the complete opposite … everyone becomes a 
free electron in the ceaselessly mobile urban 
system.

URBAN ALARM
Density is generated by building upwards: steel, 
concrete. A panicked huddled populace suffers from 
acute fear of shadows, canyons, phantasmagoric vi-
sions of monolithic cities, continuous kilometers of 
reflective glazing. ’60s scientists wearing glasses with 
thick black frames research “ideal” community sizes. 
White rodents sniff inscrutably behind the bars of 
laboratory cages while sucrose solutions are measured 
out for them in glass beakers. Rats are “happiest”, it is 
discovered, in tower blocks of no more than 12 storys.

The Future  of the City

2. eXplosion of architectural theory

disappearance of the soul

NOSTALGIA FOR THE PROPHET-ARCHITECT
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China has been growing at a feverish 9% per year and 

is set to become the world’s largest economy within two 

or three decades. The ratio between the total primary 

energy consumption and GDP is a country’s “energy 

intensity” (EI); it indicates how much energy is needed 

to produce a unit of GDP. The idea that economic 

growth must be accompanied by growth in energy con-

sumption will seem intuitively correct; the question is 

whether the growth in energy consumption is greater 

or less than economic growth. Generally, as a country 

develops, energy is used more and more efficiently and 

thus energy intensities will tend to decline as less energy 

is needed to produce the same unit of GDP. Looking 

at China’s energy intensity, particularly over the last 

20 years (up to 2002), it has indeed been declining. 

However, this has not always been the case. During the 

1950s, a Stalin-style expansion of energy intensive heavy 

industry led to a predictable rise in the EI. The subse-

quent rapid decline reflects the collapse of the Great 

Leap Forward, followed by the instability of the Cultural 

Revolution, but China’s EI resumed its steady rise after 

these events. The turning point came with the reforms of 

Deng Xiaoping: from 1979-1985 the country’s EI fell by 

30%. This was the result of the combination of wholesale 

closure of old, inefficient factories, and the introduction 

of new technology. The EI continued its decline with a 

virtual free-fall between 1995 and 2000 of nearly 45%.18 

Over the last few years, however, this trend seems quite 

surprisingly to have been reversed.

The energy elasticity of demand (the ratio of the 

growth rate of energy consumption over the growth 

rate of GDP) is another way to examine energy 

intensity. The value of this index has been about 

0.5 for China for quite a number of years, but in 

2004, following 2 years of rising energy intensity, it 

exceeded 1.5! (i.e. growth of GDP: 9%; growth in 

energy demand: 15%). In Figure 10 it is possible to 

see the beginning of this trend with a leveling off of 

the energy intensity in 2001. Leaving aside the debate 

over the statistical validity of current values,19 the 

recent overall upwards trend may reflect a regression 

in energy efficiency of China’s economy, which, if per-

sistent, could have significant consequences on the 

course of China’s development and on its environ-

ment in the short term.

ENERGY BY SECTOR 

In the long term, however, as China moves towards a 

less energy intensive industry, the energy intensity of 

its economy will decline. The breakdown of energy 

use by sector in Figure 11 provides a clear sign that 

China’s energy intensity can potentially be greatly 

reduced as its industrial sector accounts for nearly 

three quarters of total energy demand. And given that 

growth in other sectors relies on a supply of manufac-

tured goods from the industrial sector, the latter is set 

to remain the dominant energy consumer in China 

for the foreseeable future.20 Note that residential and 

agricultural demand for energy represent a relatively 

small proportion of the total energy consumption.

ENERGY INTENSITY AND THE CHINESE ECONOMY
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19  Statistics on electricity genera-
tion are straightforward. Oil and gas 
production and imports statistics are 
generally quite accurate, but some 
statistics are far less reliable. Data on 
biomass consumption is based on 
estimates, but 80% of rural energy 
is derived from biomass. Further 
uncertainty lies in coal: tens of 
thousands of small, inefficient coal 
mines were “officially” closed in the 
late 1990s, and reported coal pro-
duction showed significant decline. 
The reality is that many of these 
mines carried on producing coal all 
along, and that coal output did not 
fall nearly as much as the statistical 
data suggests. Recent rapid growth 
in coal production may simply 
be (at least, in part) a return to 
more accurate statistical reporting. 
For more detail see: Stinton, J.E., 
Comments on recent energy statistics 
from China, Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory, October 2003. On-line 
at Sinosphere

18  For a detailed discussion of 
China’s energy intensity and statisti-
cal validity of EI data, see: Smil, V. 
China’s past, China’s future: energy, 
food, environment (Critical Asian 
Scholarship. Routledge Curzon, 
2004)

20  Sinton, E. J. ‘Comments On 
Recent Energy Statistics From 
China.’ Lawrence Berkeley Laborato-
ries, October 2003
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Movies

BBTV   Duration 4.30 minutes 
  Format DVD PAL 
  Color Yes
  Sound No

CCTV    Duration 4.30 minutes 
  Format DVD PAL 
  Color Yes
  Sound Yes

PROJECTION Duration 4.30 minutes 
  Format DVD PAL 
  Color Yes
  Sound No

www.burb.tv/view/Beijing_Boom_Tower

Model:

Premiere in DCF studios Beijing, Dashanzi 798
DIAF – International Art Festival, 2004
Millennium Art Museum; In the line of flight 
Curators Zhang Ga and Alex Adriaanse V2
Guangzhou Triennial 2005, Guangdong Museum of Art
Curator Hou Hanru

Scale    1:100
Material     PVC 
  on a wood and steel base
Size    2 x 4.2 x 2.7 m (w, l, h)
Parts    29 towers; 
    largest diameter 0.75, 
  height 2.20 m, 
  2 podium blocks: 1 x 4 m
Lights     40

AH: Incompatible — in what sense?

NM: There are a number of problems being generated. First of 
all the contemporary Chinese block has become a fenced-off 
enclave — girt by walls and accessed  only through guarded gates. 
It operates as an isolated plot carved out of the city. As develop-
ments like these step-repeat their way around the ring roads, we 
see the incremental privatization of the surface area of Beijing. 
Whole blocks of public streets just disappear. Add to this the scale 
of the blocks, and consequently that of their infrastructure, and 
you get ribbons of fortified compounds opening onto six lane 
arterial highways. The cityscape is broken up into segregated units, 
and the size of those units has exploded beyond the scope of local 
planning. A kind of inhuman coarseness emerges in the urban 
texture — not only on the physical level, but also on the societal. 
The economic thrust of these units is towards pure crude geo-
graphical stratification. The volume of land they take up is wholly 
disproportionate to their window of accessibility, and so creates 
map-bands of income homogeneity. The gates function on many 
levels. In addition to this phenomenon of lockdown*, the flash-
motorization which accompanies such car-dependent typologies 
presents cities like Beijing with the scenario of total gridlock. Even 
the photoshopped green-space of the billboards is more circula-
tion area than community space of any real destination quality. For 
people living in outdated Chinese homes, and confronted daily 
with the problems of a congested polluted city, these images are 
highly persuasive. But what they offer is a false concept.
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[rus*]
rural urban syndicate
urban: tiantongyuan (tty)

population: 30,000
location: beijing, north, outside the 5th ring road
demographic: relocated beijingers, people from 
dongbei (area in the north of china)

tty is the new build component of the tiantongyu-
an–dongxiaokou rus*. an expansive development 
housing many relocated families from the hutongs* 
in the center of beijing, it offers a clean modern 
environment, but far out on the 5th ring road in 
a formerly undeveloped area, it lacks vitality and 
local services.
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policy sprawl [glo]  p.684 5A
hutong [glo]  p.680 1B
migrant enclave [glo]  p.682 2C
infrasprawl [glo]  p.680 7D
speedsprawl [glo]  p.686 8E
splatter pattern [glo]  p.688 2A

hukou [glo]  p.678 7E
doorstep urbanization [glo]  p.676 2C
development [txt]  p.222–223
SUV [glo]  p.688 1B
RUS [glo]  p.684 6E
floating village [glo]  p.678 6B

village-within-city [glo]  p.690 7B
dormitory extrusion [glo]  p.676 4C
TVE [glo]  p.688 8D
danwei [glo]  p.676 4A
SEZ [glo]  p.686 4B
dayuan [glo]  p.676 3B

Beijing ringing [glo]  p.672 4D
tandabing [glo]  p.688 6C
rollover migration [glo]  p.684 6D
floating population [glo]  p.676 8E
caddies [img]  p.691 7F–7J
tail unit [glo]  p.688 4C

rapidly diminishing [img]  p.397



there is no such thing as 

urban nonurbia

-

反城市化狂热并不存在
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residential donut [img]  p.405
abtopia [glo]  p.672 2B
chiburb [glo]  p.674 2B
danwei [glo]  p.676 4A
chimneys [txt]  p.255 1G–1J
city of zero liminality [glo]  p.674 3C

real sub-urbia [glo]  p.684 6C
the chinese dream [glo]  p.688 2D



Is this situation likely to change? Wages may rise once 

the “limitless” migrant labor begins to run out, or if 

the Chinese government enforces minimum wages for 

migrant workers. But apart from the consequences for 

Chinese exports which have come to depend on cheap 

labor, what will be the consequences for the environ-

ment? Eventually there exists a potential scenario of 1.5 

billion people spending, consuming, discarding, build-

ing and driving just as people do in the West. Chinese 

official policy wants to increase both car-ownership and 

suburbanization to 50% by 2050, regarding them to be 

component parts of “modernization”.29 These are scary 

statistics — 50% car-ownership would mean a 94% in-

crease in the global car fleet.30 Already China consumes 

26% of the world’s crude steel, 32% of its rice, 37% of its 

cotton, and 47% of its cement.31 In this context, the Chi-

nese Dream begins to look like the world’s nightmare. 

The starkest scenario is that China’s economic growth 

will grit up its own cogs through environmental deter-

minism. Pan Yue, the country’s deputy environment min-

ister, told Der Spiegel that the country’s economic miracle 

‘will end soon because the environment can no longer 

keep pace. Five of the ten most polluted cities worldwide 

are in China; acid rain is falling on one third of our ter-

ritory; half of the water in China’s seven largest rivers is 

completely useless.’32 The Chinese government estimates 

that pollution erodes 10% of China’s GDP each year.33 

This is a totally believable statistic for anyone who has 

sat in one of Beijing’s two-hour traffic jams enveloped 

in a soft haze of smog and dust. Can the future still be 

altered? Or is China so far down its development path 

that the game is lost already? The concrete realities of 

car-dependency and suburbanization certainly render 

new public transport routes difficult to find. On the 

other hand “sustainability” and the “circular economy” 

have become buzzwords amongst government officials, 

who now aim to reduce resources consumption as GDP 

continues to rise. The rest of the world can only hope 

Chinese ingenuity is able to turn environmental tenets 

on their head as successfully as they have conventional 

economic predictions.

Looking to the future

Places like Changsha hint at an alternative future. 

Capital of Hunan province — a predominantly ru-

ral region with scant international investment or 

domestic attention — it is better known for sending 

migrants to the developed east than fostering growth 

itself. It might have been a city located on the flip-

side of China’s success: sending food and workers to 

the cities but not progressing itself. Changsha has 

other ideas though. Having grouped together with 

neighboring cities Zhuzhou and Xiangtan, it is pro-

moting the kind of regional networks and external 

economies of scale which have made the Pearl and 

Yangtze River Deltas so strong. 20 billion RMB has 

been garnered from the Chinese private sector for 

a light-rail project to link the three cities, which will 

themselves focus on their existing strengths in heavy 

industry and pharmaceuticals. In keeping with the 

current philosophical mode in China, the central 

three cities bill themselves as a “growth pole” for the 

rest of the province, while clustering around a spe-

cific industrial sector.

Is Changsha’s bootstrap growth* — using local re-

sources without depending on a flow of migrants 

from elsewhere — a more sustainable growth path; 

one which could be implemented across the country? 

There are two key questions. First, to what extent 

will growth remain grounded in Hunan province 

rather than just facilitating the ascent of Changsha, 

Zhuzhou, and Xiangtan to the elite superstructure of 

Chinese cities? The mechanics of the “growth pole” 

effect are not often or clearly elaborated — how will 

the rest of the province or even surrounding prov-

inces benefit? — and the whole concept has worrying 

reminiscences of the Reaganite/Thatcherite “trickle-

down” effect which was supposed to follow increased 

inequalities in the US and UK. While experience in 

the hinterlands around 
“growth pole” cities benefit 
from incomes spent in 
regional economies, but 
those benefits seem to fade 
two or three hours from the 
pole

-

“增长极地”城市周围的落后地
区会从中受益，而益处辐射至两
三小时车程外就开始衰减了

29  ‘Researchers predict 
modernization progress’ China Daily, 
9 February 2006

30  Inferred from statistics in Lester 
R. Brown, Plan B 2.0: Rescuing a 
Planet Under Stress and a Civilization in 
Trouble (New York: W. W. Norton & 
Co., 2006)

31  Colin Tudge, ‘Help yourselves’ 
The Guardian, 18 February 2006, 
www.books.guardian.co.uk/review/
story/0,,1711282,00.html

32  China Daily interview cited in Bill 
McKibben, ‘Letter from China: The 
Great Leap: Scenes from China’s 
industrial revolution’ Harper’s, 
December 2005

33  ‘Pollution costs equal 10% of 
China’s GDP’ Shanghai Daily, 6 June 
2006
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consumurbation [glo]  p.674 4D
SOE [glo]  p.686 3D
TVE [glo]  p.688 8D
danwei [glo]  p.676 4A
yingzi danwei [glo]  p.690 3D
hukou [glo]  p.678 7E

bootstrap growth [glo]  p.672 8D



RIDE THE ESCALATOR, JOIN THE BELT, 
ENTER. FROM THE CARRIAGE YOU WATCH 
THE CITY GLIDE BY. RESPOND TO YOUR 
ENVIRONMENT. FOLLOW YOUR INSTINCT. 

TRAIN

LIgHT RAIL

SUBWAY

TROLLEY

TRAVELATOR

PEDESTRIAN

AEROPLANE

BIkE 

CAR/TAxI 

fLExIBUS 

TRAM

TRACkS /
STATIONS

fREE PATH / 
NON STOP

MOTORBIkE 

PADDY CAB

D-RAIL
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“The Chinese Knot”
The ring roads of Beijing 
at the scale of The 
Forbidden City

中国结 - 与紫禁城同比例的

北京环路

INSTALLATION SHENZHEN 
ARCHITECTURAL BIENNIAL ’07 
www.BURB.TV/view/Shenzhen_2007

DCF / Neville Mars, Li Juankun
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没有历史的城市
Neville Mars

中国已经无数次证明，它
已然掌握了建城市的速成
法——拥有百万人口的都
市也能在一片荒原上拔地
而起。城里的一切都是簇
新鲜的，空气里弥漫着
对速度的热情，没有历史
的城市也同样繁荣，人民
安居乐业。然而就在中国
进入文化的国际化舞台之
时，中国能以抄袭西方建
筑作品一样的效率而建立
中国身份么。

Economics

Politics

Society

Ecology

Energy

Architecture

Urban planning

Topic: Scale:

National

Regional

City

Block

Person

cities without history
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eurostyle [glo]  p.676 7D
euroghetto [glo]  p.676 6D
collagetecture [glo]  p.674 6C
chai [glo]  p.674 3A, [img]  p.369 8F
billboards [img]  p.561 3F–4J
hutong [glo]  p.680 1B



Architecture seems to be squirted 

against the facades like sauce from a 

squeeze pack

-

建筑立面上堆砌的各种装饰，就像调味包里

喷出来的佐料一样
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collagetecture [glo]  p.674 6C
chai [glo]  p.674 3A, [img]  p.369 8F
billboards [img]  p.561 3F–4J
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‘We are very different from our parents. They 

always had to do what they were told by the 

Communist Party. They couldn’t decide anything 

for themselves. We are different. We set our own 

goals. We want certain things, and we work 

towards them.’
Schoolgirl, Chengdu

-

“我们已经和父母非常不一样了。他们必须做共产党让他

们做的事，他们没法为自己决定。我们就不一样了，我们

可以订自己的目标。我们想要什么，就能去努力争取。”
学生，成都
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41. civil servant

42. economy is developing smoothly; eat and wear problems in the poverty areas could 

be completely solved; environment pollution problem could be effectively improved, air 

quality would be better and better. The traffic jam could be solved as well; there would 

be no gridlock on the street. The growing of population is under control. The quality of 

those exported products would be improved. no matter politics or economy, China would play 

its part in the world. i hope i would have my own villa, private car. and my life would be 

both intensive and leisure; i would go aboard to take some periodical refresh courses or 

just for traveling.

-

41. politician

42. in 2020 China will have banned cars and everyone will ride bicycles or take transit. 

all of the skyscrapers will have farms, create their own energy and deal with their own 

waste. There will be parks nearby, shopping streets, cultural centers and a continuous 

network of natural systems that cross the city.

-

41. lawyer

42. There would be better transport without the need for a car or a bicycle. better 

underground system. shopping experience will be more integrating that the shops won’t 

be so concentrated on selling one thing in a huge complex. air pollution should really 

improve and water shortage could be elevated with some good managing of water distribution 

and pricing. recycling would really really really help!!!!!

-

41. Teacher

42. in 2020, China must be more urbanized. my life would not change a lot because of my 

occupation. Teacher is a quite stable job. i expect everything would be better, especially 

the traffic problem could be improved a lot, and subways should extend in all directions. 

and there should be more green lands; i hope to breathe more pure fresh air. drinking 

water is much cleaning. i expect the buildings are more beautiful, the quantity of cars 

is much less than now. The population density is reducing. i could go through the city by 

bike.

-

41. artist

42. i could go back to any dynasty that i want, like the spring and autumn period.

-

41. a job with enough salary for my families to have a high-quality life. it must be a 

meaningful job with enough spare time, and also could contribute to the nation 

42. i hope China in 2020, the territorial integrity, good natural environment, developed 

economy, with powerful capacity to fuse and attract different cultures; an ordered and 

mature society; less sharp distinction between the rich and the poor; the country could 

protect its citizens better, and people have harmonious lives. i would live with my wife 

and child, work for a meaningful job with satisfied salary for my high quality life with 

families, i would have enough spare time to travel with my families; stable friends and 

a docile pet. i would be going to live in a green society with convenient transits and 

life surrounding with active neighbors. The city where i would live in is dynamic, good 

environment, convenient traffic, stable developing, good order, abundant cultural lives, 

41. what job will you be doing in 2020?

42. what will your life be like? 

how will you live? what will city 

life be like? what is your             ?dream

(selected responses)
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2-D images for view-

ers. [derived from 

Adobe Photoshop, well 

known and widely used 

computer software for 

image manipulation, 

urbanism]

ping fang n. a one 

story dwelling within a 

hutong neighborhood 

[Ch. ping fang, one 

story house]

plan-extrusions n. tow-

ers designed through 

extruding a floorplan, 

usually consisting of 

two or more residential 

units organized around 

a pair of elevators and 

supply shafts. The re-

sultant buildings tend 

to lack three dimen-

sionality or sensitivity 

to local climatic condi-

tions.

policy sprawl n. i. the 

phenomenon by which 

China’s planning and 

building policies most 

often result in the op-

posite of their intended 

effect i.e. contribute to 

rather than minimize 

sprawl:  ii. the accumu-

lation of unclear, often 

contradictory policies, 

creating an environ-

ment in which it is 

both difficult to follow 

planning laws for those 

who try, and easy to 

avoid them for more 

powerful developers 

with state partners.

pollutician n. a 

politician who supports 

initiatives and policies 

that harm the environ-

ment [agglutination politi-

cian + pollution]

polycentric city n. a city 

where the population and 

programmatic cores are 

distributed among several 

political, social or finan-

cial centers.

post-reform era n. see 

reform era

PRC n. acronym People’s 

Republic of China, first 

proclaimed by Mao Ze-

dong in 1949, marking the 

victory of the communist 

forces and an end to the 

Chinese civil war.

pre-reform era n. the pe-

riod of China’s communist 

history stretching from 

the accession to power of 

Mao Zedong in 1949 fol-

lowing the victory of the 

Chinese communist forces 

in the Chinese civil war to 

the death of Mao Zedong 

and subsequent accession 

to leadership of Deng 

Xiaoping in 1978.

privatopia n. a walled-in or 

gated community of pri-

vate homes, especially one 

in which a homeowner 

association establishes and 

enforces rules related to 

property appearance and 

resident behavior.

proletarian drift n. the 

tendency for originally 

upmarket products to 

become popular with the 

working class and eventu-

ally come to be supplied 

under mass production 

to the mass consumer 

market.

PUC n. acronym People’s 

Urbanity of China. PUC 

represents the eastern 

third of the China in 

which 96% of the popula-

tion, as well as 96% of eco-

nomic activities, migration 

flows, and arable land are 

concentrated. It is China’s 

urban and semi-urban 

region.

raisin bread n. i. a sweet 

bread containing raisins:  

ii. an urban phenomenon 

caused by the simultane-

ous upscaling of urban 

elements by which indi-

vidual points become ever 

further away from each 

other, like raisins in an 

expanding loaf [urban ap-

plication via analogy with 

the Chinese pancake or 

tandabing, see tandabing, 

cookie, donut]

real estate refugees n. 

people who move out 

of the city and into the 

surrounding suburbs and 

towns in order to pur-

chase a larger home on a 

bigger lot.

real sub-urbia n. parts of 

the city used, often illicitly, 

as residential areas which, 

while being cartographi-

cally within the urban 

core, are physically be-

neath the dominant pro-

gram, e.g. a shanty town 

underneath a flyover, or 

in the basement of a mall 

or tower block. [L. sub, 

under, urbs, a city]

reform-era n. the period 

of China’s economic re-

forms and opening up 

which started in 1978 

with the accession to 

leadership of the Chinese 

Communist Party of 

Deng Xiaoping, and runs 

through to the present 

day (sometimes referred 

to as the post-reform era).

regime of accumulation 

n. processes of capital ac-

cumulation do not occur 

outside of a social regime 

of accumulation. In other 

words, a specific politi-

cal and socio-economic 

environment is required 

that enables sustained 

investment and economic 

growth. This environment 

is created partly by state 

policy, but also partly by 

technological innovations, 

changes in popular cul-

ture, commercial develop-

ments, the media, and so 

on. An example of such a 

regime often cited is that 

of Fordism, named after 

the enterprise of Henry 

Ford. As the pattern of ac-

cumulation changes, the 

regime of accumulation 

also changes. The regime 

of accumulation responds 

to the total experience of 

living in capitalist society, 

not just market trade.

rollover migration n. a 

form of migration by 

which the rural inhabit-

ant moves into an urban 

settlement but is not 

assimilated. While the 

migrant stays in the city 

this is only on a temporary 

basis. Engagement in the 

urban economy is limited 

as the bulk of earnings are 

likely to be sent in remit-

tances to the migrant’s 

origin, either to repay 

loans taken to fund the 

migration, or to supple-

ment weak rural family 

incomes. Without any 

permanent stake in the 

city, and with only com-

promised rights (due 

to the lack of an urban 

hukou), the migrant is 

unlikely to invest per-

sonal energy or funds 

into his urban living 

environment. Thus the 

product of rollover mi-

gration is often poorly 

constructed poorly 

maintained inhabita-

tions through which 

rolling populations of 

migrants pass from the 

pool of China’s floating 

population. 

rural urban syndicate 

see RUS

rurban adj. Combining 

aspects of both rural 

and urban or suburban 

life. [agglutination rural 

+ urban]

RUS n. acronym Rural 

Urban Syndicate (Chi-

nese Chenxiang Jehebu). 

RUS is a term used to 

describe the informal 

partnerships which 

develop on the urban 

fringe between new 

and often services-de-

ficient planned expan-

sions (see monosprawl) 

and the unofficial gray 

economy-driven urban-

ization of rural villages 

(see SUV). The SUV 

component of the RUS 

is highly responsive 

and rapidly reorganizes 

to cater to the needs of 

the stiff urban program 
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